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This bestselling classic features a berry-loving boy and an endearingÂ rhyme-spouting bear. The

fun wordplay and bright paintings with lots of details for young readers to explore make Jamberry a

perennial favorite, and this board book edition is a great stocking stuffer.A small boy and a big

friendly bear embark on a berry-picking extravaganza, looking for blueberries, blackberries, and

strawberries. Their fun adventure comes to a razzamatazz finale under a starberry sky.From

author-illustrator Bruce Degen, Jamberry is perfect for sharing. "With delightful, rich illustrations and

zany wordplay, Jamberry is a must have book for any family with young children," according to

Children's Books Guide.HatberryShoeberryIn my canoeberryUnder the bridgeAnd over the

damLooking for berries...Berries for jam!
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Hat and boot in hand, a boy and a bear set off on a delicious and raucous romp through Berryland.

They frolic in strawberry fields forever, rumble and ramble in blackberry brambles, and topple their

canoeberry with blueberries. Silly rhymes and a musical beat practically beg to be read aloud,

preferably accompanied by dancing. New readers will giggle as they follow the fruit-frenzied pals on

their berry adventures. Jamberry builds quickly in intensity and complexity, starting with "One berry,

Two berry, Pick me a blueberry," and working up to "Raspberry, Jazzberry, Razzmatazzberry,

Berryband, Merryband, Jamming in Berryland." Children will love discovering the subtle touches in



Bruce Degen's illustrations: a frog climbing out of a hat, crackers and butter instead of lily pads, and

a sign by the raspberry skating rink imploring skaters not to pick the jelly rolls planted nearby. Every

character seems giddy with well-fed joy in this veritable jamboree of flavorful fun. Jamberry is a

book best enjoyed on a gloomy day with a dollop of vanilla ice cream. (Baby to Preschool) --Emilie

Coulter

"Berries and jam are roundly celebrated in a lilting text that, coupled with the jaunty colored pictures,

make it hard to resist thinking about one of summer's lusher treats. . . . A good pick for sharing

one-on-one, or fun to read aloud as a poetry introduction."--"BL."

My Grandchildren love books .I had read many reviews on  as well as other sources about this book

,all were very positive. It was not as engaging as reviews had stated. Colors are bright, but not as

expected. Grandchildren were not impressed.

I loved the rhymes and pictures. My 2 yr old did not and hasn't asked for it since we received it. She

loves berries but has no interest in this book, or the pictures. But I think it's cute.

As a new mom, I have been disappointed with some of the children's books I have come across. As

a lover of literature, I find myself being very judgmental of everything I read for my son. Degen's

Jamberry, however, is wonderful. Not only does my son enjoy the pictures and the rhymes, but I

really enjoy reading it as well. This is what a young child's book should be: full of catchy and easy to

remember rhymes and rife with terrific art work. I wish more of the books out there were like this

one. Highly recommended for even the youngest of children.

The drawings in this book are so big and colorful. They are perfect for infants.My son is 7 months

old, and this has been his favorite book since he was 1 month old. At 1 month old, he was just

beginning to look around his world, and the drawings in this book captivated him. He would get

more and more excited as we read, and start squealing in delight by the time we got to the last few

pages. These days, simply holding up the book for him to see is enough to stop his crying. No other

book gets this reaction from him.

My kids loved this book when they were small and liked to recite the words as I read aloud. We still

occasionally break it out and read it together before bed (they are 14, 12, and 9) because they



remember loving it and it makes us nostalgic. Quite cute, honestly!

Classic board book, its a must have. All of our kids have loved this book, you won't be disappointed.

I purchased this book for a friends baby shower and it was perfect! It was made of thick paper which

is perfect to avoid damage. It arrived in great condition as well.

This is one of my favorite children's book. It was a gift for one of my students
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